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tating worktable. The nozzle holder and specimens are located inside a closed plexiglass cell, so that it is possible to
collect the removed material and weigh it.
The pore and crack systems of the materials, including
non-visible structural changes inside the specimens, are detected by a mercury penetration unit, shown in Fig. l. Using
the so called Washburn Equation, one can assume a relation
between the pressure which is necessary to transport mercury
into the structure and the size of the transport ways (porecrack network). The sample size was 8 mm X 8 mm X 40
mm. The processes of preparation and handling are described in Refs. (11) and (12). Additionally, all samples and
the removed materials were observed using optical and SEM
microscopy.
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Fig.1-Mercuryintrusionporosimetrymeasurements
on unloadedspecimensof hardenedcementpasteand concrete.
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macro-level, which is related to the structural element (e.g.
specimens). The basis of the present investigation is the assumption that the material characteristics of the meso.level,
like pores, inclusions (aggregates), cracks and interfaces (be-

tween aggregates and cement matrix), are preferred objects
for the penetration of fluids and strongly influence the behavior of concrete in the case of erosion by high velocity
, water flow.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
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Figures I and 2 show results of the mercury penetration
measurements on plain and eroded samples. All measurements were carried out on undamaged areas of the specimens. In Fig. 1, one can find the differential flaw distributions of uneroded specimens. The flaw distribution curve for
the plain cement matrix exhibits a maximum between 10 nm
and 100 nm which is typical for this material and represents
the capillary pore system. The addition of aggregates leads
to a rising portion of larger flaws in the range benueen 100
nm and 1000 nm" This range is defined as a microcrack region (//) and describes the influence of the interfaces between cement paste and aggregate grains. In Refs. (13) and
(14) it is shown that this interfacial zone is characterizedby
a high degree of microporosity, microcracking and reduced
strength properties, and that it chn be considered the weakest
link in concrete with respect to strength. Here, the flaw radius ris identical to the crack width (/1). Figure 2(a) shows
the influence of the flow velocity on the differential flaw dis.
tributions of the eroded concretes. It can be noted that the
amount of microcracks (widths between 100 nm and 1000

To investigate the influence of the aggregate particles, including their interfaces with the cement matrix, two different
materials, a hardened cement paste and a concrete material,

nm) but also of cracks with widths larger than 1000 nm rises
significantly. One can therefore assume that a network of
microcracks is formed before the visible macroscopic erosion

were designed and investigated. The cement paste is a hardened mixture of warer (W) and a binding agenr (B) in the
ratio of W/B : 0.55. For the latter a PZ Z5 F cement ac-

process starts. These events can be described as an incubation
period. Only the connection of these microcracks yields a
measurable erosion and leads to the removal of single ma-

cording to DIN 1164, was used. After mixing, this composition was cured and hardened for 28 days. The same proce-

terial grains.
The behavior of the plain cement paste, which is shown in
Fig" 2(b), is somewhat different. The second maximum of
the flaw distribution curve in the crack width range between

dure was followed for the concrete samples. In this case, the
mixture consisted of water (W), binding agenr (B) and limestone grains (G) as aggregates. The relation between water
and binder was changed depending on the moisture absorbing capacity of the grain fractions to obtain comparable cement paste stru.ctures. The sample size was 150 mm X 150
mm X 150 mm.
Testing Equipment and Performance
The high speed water flow attack is simulated by a water
jet impact with velocities up to 400 m,/s.
More details of jet
generation, structure and action are found in Ref. (10). The
high velocity water jet unit consists of a high pressure water
pump (110 kW), hose system, nozzle holder, nozzle, and ro-

100 nm and 1000 nm is not very significant, therefore a network of microcracks is not expected. Figure 3, which shows
a smooth macroscopic surface in the upper range of a failed
cement paste sample, supports this conclusion. This material
fails suddenly as a result of the presence of only a few large
cracks. As shown in Ref. (15), a positive linear correlation
exists between the critical effective crack length and the
roughness of the fracture surface of cement paste and mortar, as shown in Fig. 4. Because the critical crack length is an
indicator of the brittleness of quasibrittle materials, the
roughness in the bottom region of the fracture surface of the
cement paste specimen, shown on the left side of Fig. 3, de-
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an aggregate grain was fixed prior to the material removal,
shown on the right side of Fig. 6.
Influence of Exposure Time
The time of exposure, d is simulated in this study by the
traverse rate of the nozzle holder, a7, zrrd is calculated using

Eq.[aJ:

a, :

t

W' t Jl d x

dx/dt;

i4l

o
t :

t5l

do/a7.

Here, d, is the nozzle diameter and x is the traverse direction. In Fig" 7, the exposure time-mass loss relation is plotted
based on Eq. [5]. It was found in this srudy, that the relation
could be described by Eq. [6]:
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',,':dn/d(r,fr;, also depends on the
material, but it is constant
,".over the whole velocity range for the given material. Contrary
., .to the cement paste samples,the concrete specimens did not
','lfail,
but a continuous material removal was observed" This
' :'behaviorillustrates again that unrestrained cracks could not
,.,bethe source of the erosion. It could be assumed that the
'. crack growth was interrupted due to events
of energy dissipation
and
toughening
mechanisms.
Mechanisms
related to
,,
'', the
concrete can be crack shielding, crack deflection, crack
, arresting,crack bridging, and crack progress through aggre..':gategrains (17). Several of these performances were ob,' servedduring water jet cutting of concrete materials (/B).
Figure 6 shows details of the removal of single aggregare
'
grains. The grain shown on the left side of Fig.6 is completelyintact so that it seems to be removed due to interfacial
, fracturewhich is connected with crack deflection and crack
'
bridging. This assumption is supporred by the SEM phorog' 'raphy of the concrete surface which shows the place
where

0

' rno{\- exp[(-t + t,)/ti ]

t 6l

One can notice a threshold exposure time, t, on the intersection between the abcissa and the function nx : "f (t).
This minimum time is necessary to induce damage in the
material. In Ref" (19),it is suggested that the critical threshold time can be related ro the crack velocity of the material"
Figure 7 also shows that the function asymptotically ap
proaches a maximum value z16,which is identical to the mass
loss in the case of stationary erosion (/ : co1.The role of
the parameter ,l is not yet clear. It seems that this parameter
characterizes an exposure time related to the beginning of
the decrease of the material removal progress.

Estimationof an ErosionEquation
As found in Ref. (19), a dependence between exposure
time and jet velocity exists. From test results, the authors es-
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Fig. 7-Relation between exposure time and mass loss for a concrete
mixture (water flow velocity: 235 m/s).
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Whereas the profile is comparable with a Gaussian curve at
iit..,,theenry zone of the crack, it becomes regular at the crack
tip, as shown in Fig. 11. Near the bottom of the crack, the
1-::ys1s6ityreaches the maximum. During the sudden stoppage
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Fig. 11-Numerical solution for the water flow velocity distribution inside
a model crack.
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